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Introduction / Research Motivation

Results
The crop portfolios obtained are shown. These changes in the land use map are triggered by different agricultural
farmers’ responses to water management policies (increasing prices). The farmer’s behavior referring to crop portfolio
choice is simulated by the utility function from each micro-economic model, which is defined by different attributes such
as profit (in the case of PMP models) or profit, risk avoidance, and hired labor avoidance (in the case of PMAUP and WGP
models).

Materials and Methods
The modeling framework comprises four microeconomic models: 1x Multi-attribute Mathematical Programming
(PMAUP) [5], 2x Positive Mathematical Programming models (PMP) [6, 7], and 1x Linear Programming (WGP) [8]. These
micro-economic models have been coupled with the semi-distributed hydrologic model HEC-HMS and linked following a
modular approach to simulate water-human interactions.

In an emerging Anthropocene, the complexity of the water-human system makes decision-making on water

management tougher.

• In 2021, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlights that the climate change impacts on

weather are already visible [1], which can be reflected in the study of Vörösmarty et al. [2], where it is shown that

approximately 80% of the world’s population is seeing its water security threatened.

• The variability of water available is not only led by climate change but also affected by non-climatic drivers such as

growing population, economic development, or land use changes, which lead to decreasing trends in supplies and

increasing water demands [3].

• Agriculture irrigation for food production consumes more than 70% of total available water [4], making it a critical

economic sector.

This increasing complexity in water management decision-making has led this research to develop the points below:

• Development of a replicable hydroeconomic multi-model ensemble following a modular approach in the Tormes

Catchment in Spain: The coupling between the micro-economic and hydrological models allows us to mimic the

water-human system and assess the impacts in a bidirectional way.

• Use of the uncertainty cascade to assess the uncertainty throughout the multi-model ensemble.

Discussion and Conclusions

Despite the fact that this study is still in progress, the already-developed research highlights
the following key points to be considered:

•As expected, the two PMP micro-economic models have almost the same response to the
water management policies.
•On the other side, the WGP and PMAUP models present different responses to the
increasing prices, showing more flexible responses in the reduction of water demand.
•In the WGP and PMAUP models, the economic agents’ response is more likely to switch
from irrigated to non-irrigated crops than in the PMP models. This led to a wider reduction in
water demand as the price of water increased.
•The infiltration parameter in the hydrological model has the most uncertainty, especially
during the driest years.
•The SWAT hydrological model is planned to be integrated within the hydro-economic
multimodel ensemble while the research is still ongoing, providing greater robustness to the
decision-making process.

Results
The water management policies not only lead to land use changes but also to a reduction in water
demand, which affects the hydrological cycle.
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Simulated crop portfolio as an economic agent’s response to the increased pricing policy.

Second protocol representation

Conceptual design of the coupled micro-economic and hydrologic 
integrated modeling framework
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Water demand reduction led by crop portfolio changes due to increasing prices.

The variation of the daily stored water in the Santa Teresa reservoir is shown for the Tormes River Basin.
Each simulation for the different years has been carried out using the different micro-economics’ outputs
(land use changes and its water demand reductions) and altering different hydrological key parameters
too (the maximum and minimum of soil storage, infiltration, and lag time values obtained among all
calibrations):

Final hydro-economic multi-model ensemble uncertainty cascade after the second protocol simulations. 


